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Dratsabasti says:
=/\= U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10512.04 - "Who put that there? Part: V"=/\=
Dratsabasti says:
The USS Elara Crew is currently trying to extract answers from the aged Albalian Dratsabasti. Though it seems that there are more questions flying at him than he can answer at once.
Dratsabasti says:
So many questions… And still so much to learn… Will the XO send the rest of the crew to explore and leave him in peace with Dratsabasti? Will he actually get any answers from this strange man???  Stay tuned to find out…
Dratsabasti says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= Begin Mission =/\= =/\= =/\=
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Tries the new beverage he took from the stand and takes a small sip from it.::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The Elara remains in orbit of the Albali planet. A single M class planet surrounded by a nebula.
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
::Maintaining the orbit which is not as hard as it should be::
Dratsabasti says:
@::Tries to explain the test to the XO::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::at OPS OPSing::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
@::on the planet... planeting::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The TO still lies unconscious in sickbay as no one sent information about the way to heal him yet
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
@::Listening to Drat's explanation, though they have still not made any progress on finding out the exact reasons for the tests::
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::Fusses around the unconscious TO in sickbay, basically making him self seem busy as he daydream about what lowly MO dream about when they can::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 :: sitting quietly on the bridge reading through a PADD ::
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
::Notes that the Operations Officer is OPSing ... in another time, place, or plane of existence may wonder what "OPSing" entails::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::is on the bridge, working on the engineering console, awaiting captains orders::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::checking transporter lock on the away team::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Three vessels of unknown design exit the nebula and approach the Elara at half the speed of light
Dratsabasti says:
@XO: You still don't appear to understand Commander... is there a problem with the way I'm explaining?
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
@::stands at the back sipping the drink, listening wondering if those two will ever see eye to eye::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
@Drat: It is not so much your explanation that is the problem, it is your reasoning.. Your motives for carrying out these... Tests...
Dratsabasti says:
@XO: If I may commander... According to your database you are from Vulcan... Am I correct?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::looks at the beeping console and hits some buttons:: CO: Sir, three ships approaching.
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
::Console starts beeping as the sensor array scans from the science console automatically update the conn on possible escape trajectories if needed. Looks at OPS, then turns head in the direction the CO is seated:: CO: Should I break orbit to intercept sir?
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
@::Nods:: Drat: Indeed..
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 FCO: Negative, what’s their course
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Their weapons are powered, raising shields, going to yellow alert.
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::Whistles happily as he removes a rather long and nasty looking device from one of the draws in sickbay, he studies the device for a moment before glancing briefly at the TO's direction. Coughing rather loudly for good measure he return the device back to the draw and continues with his search for the most scary looking device in sickbay::
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
@::whispers again to the CSO:: CSO: Paranoia is a very powerful form of motivation... ::pauses and looks at his drink:: And how does that one taste?
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
CO: They're inbound for an intercept of us, sir. ETA is 20 minutes, sir.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Slowly walks back to the CIV, sipping from his drink along the way. This drinks tasted rather like more, but he refrains from going back to get seconds. He considers that as being rude.::
Dratsabasti says:
@XO: Then can we at least agree to disagree on the subject of our reasoning? Our people have been "screening" people in this way for Eons and to be perfectly honest I don't understand it much myself.
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 FCO: Hold position
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
@::nods upon hearing Dratsabasti's words and then looks towards the XO wondering what his response may be::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
@Drat: Then if you do not understand the reason, why not put your foot down and stop this kind of.. Torture..
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::walks to the captain:: CO: Sir, any plans for this situation?
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
CO: Aye Captain. ::Maintains orbit::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::console flashes:: CO: We are being hailed captain.
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 OPS: Open hailing frequencies to lead ship
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Looks into his glass, noticing only the bottom of the glass to be covered with the blue beverage, then looks up.:: CIV: Erm... yes. Well, this drink was invigorating, but I am not sure what you mean with that paranoia.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::opens channel:: CO: Channel opened.
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 CEO: I’ll get back to you on that one
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::Grins as he begins removing an even longer device from the storage room, his smile increases as he continues pulling the device. Happy thoughts run though his mind as he considers the possibilities::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::nods to the CO and turns back to watch the viewscreen::
Dratsabasti says:
@XO: It never occurred to us that it might be construed as torture sir and I apologise if you feel that way but please understand we are essentially a peaceful culture.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: A voice echoes through the bridge. It’s very metallic as if artificially made. "You are forbidden to ally yourselves with those on the planet. Retreat unharmed or stay and be destroyed"
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
@::Nods slowly, not at all convinced:: Drat: If that is so, our first contact with your civilization is a very poor mirror of that peaceful nature you claim to posses...
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
::Quirks eyebrow::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 COM: Unknown Vessel: I am Captain Timrok of the USS Elara, we come in peace and are making no Alliances, please identify yourself
Dratsabasti says:
@::smiles and slowly rises from his chair:: XO: Then please permit me to start again Commander. Welcome to Albali.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: An apparent human in a German WWII uniform appears on the viewscreen
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
@::Raises one eyebrow in mild surprise:: Drat: Thank you...
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 :: frowns slightly ::
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
::Looks confused::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Looks confused at both Dratsabasti and the XO, then back to the CIV. Apparently he missed a part of the conversation.:: CIV: Huh?
Host SM_Lilia says:
<Outcast> COM: USS Elara: I've seen the records. They made puppets of you as well. No matter. When we are in weapons range we will fire
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
Self: Not again...
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::initiates Red Alert::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 OPS: better get on to the away team and Alert them of the Situation
Dratsabasti says:
@::Extends his hand in friendship:: XO: I hope you will accept my sincerest apologies for your treatment.
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
@::in a hushed tone:: CSO: what appears wrong to one race may not appear so to another, consider that these people paid a high price in the past, there over protective gesture is not as surprising as it first appears to be.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: One of the vessels fires some sort of phaser that only mildly touches the Elara's starboard nacelle
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
@::nods towards the XO and Dratsabasti with a smile::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
@Drat: That is up to my commanding officer to decide, I'm afraid.. ::Shakes the offered hand:: However, perhaps something good can come from this deal. Perhaps your people will gain insight in how these tests are perceived by other races, other civilizations..
Host SM_Lilia says:
<Outcast>COM: USS Elara: Its your choice ::cuts the transmission::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 COM: Unknown Vessel: Do not involve us in your dispute, we will respond in kind to any aggression against this ship or its crew
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Shields are holding.
Dratsabasti says:
@::suddenly looks confused and then shocked:: XO: Your ship appears to be in danger Commander.
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::Laughs with glee as he finally removed the device from the storage room, he glances around it for the control panel. Finding it he shrinks the device to it's normal size and picks it up gently. Turning around he glances at the prone TO figure and walks in menacing way towards the biobed he’s laying on:::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
*AT*: Elara to Away Team be prepared to beam back, the Elara has run into 3 hostile ships.
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::gets up from his console and walks to the TL::
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
@::looks quite surprised by the comment as she turns back to the XO::
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
::Conn. console starts beeping wildly ... somewhat glad the OPS activated red alert w/o the CO's orders otherwise their nacelle might be in worse shape::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 FCO: continue holding
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The ships stop firing and simply continue their course
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
@::Raises his eyebrow once again:: Drat: Danger? ::Hears the com:: *OPS*: Understood... All: Prepare to leave at once... Drat: I am sorry, we need to return... Thank you…
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Nods at the CIV for understanding now and keeps following the conversation of the XO and Dratsabasti.::
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
CO: Aye, sir. ::Maintains orbit, but plots in three different escape trajectories ... just in case::
Dratsabasti says:
@::quickly scoops up a PADD from the desk and frantically taps on it before handing it to the XO:: XO: Commander... A gesture of good faith. On this PADD you will find the shield frequencies of the raiders attacking your ship.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::runs some scans of the ships::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 OPS: should we be unduly concerned about those weapons?
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::exits the TL on the engineering level and walks down the hall to his office::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
@::Takes the padd:: Drat: Again, thank you... ::Looks around to make sure everyone is ready:: *OPS*: Energize
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Their weapons appear not to be harmful to us, but their shields are very powerful.
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::Grabs a chair, he sits himself to the bottom of the biobed. He glances up at the TO's body with a huge smile and he raises the device and winks to the TO's figure as he activates the device. The soft hum can be heard radiating from the device as it slowly charges::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Looks around and straightens his uniform.:: Out loud: Aahh... no place like home.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::quickly drops the shields in enough time to transport the AT back::
Dratsabasti says:
ACTION: The AT vanishes in a sparkle of blue light and appears a second later on the Elara.
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Arrives in the transporter room and immediately heads out, half running to the nearest turbo lift::
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::nods towards the CSO, then follows the XO out the door::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 :: sits considering his options ::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The three vessels stop still many thousands of Km from the Elara. The three start firing, shields hold
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Sir, Away Team is back on board.
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Enters the TL and orders it to the bridge::
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
::Initiates evasive action, breaking orbit::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::moves to the bridge in a hurry, barely noticing the dim red lights on the corridors::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 :: nods to OPS ::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Almost stumbling off the pad, he leaves the TR too.:: CIV: I'll catch up with you soon, if it is okay with you, I want to drop by sickbay. Maybe the MO can use the info we received from Drat.
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::notices the alert status and rushes to engineering::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::notices shield monitor status panel flashing::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::enters engineering heading straight for Lieutenant Yellow:: Lt. Yellow: Status report Lieutenant!
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::nods once more:: CSO: Please let me know how the TO is doing once you return.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The Elara breaks from the fire but the other vessels follow her in almost perfect match
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::enters the bridge:: Rhetoric: Status? ::moves to tactical console and gets notice on what has happened exactly::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::exits the TL on the bridge and walks over to the command area with a few long, quick steps, holding out the padd he had just received himself:: CO: Captain, I got this from Dratsabasti, the representative we met on the planet.. He apologizes for what we were put through.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Sir, shield strength is dropping at 0.1% per minute.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::nods:: CIV: Affirmative ma'am. ::Smiles and turns around to rush to sickbay as quickly as his feet can carry him.::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 FCO: Did someone give you an order I don’t know about ensign? Hold position!
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::Grumbles as he feels yet another shake, how they expect him to work in this working environment is beyond him. His attention quickly turns back to the device as a soft chime is heard. With a sigh he does what needs to be done with the device. On a lighter note, the TO didn't see to mind that too much::
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::sighs, then gets in the TL::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CO: He also gave us this, as a token of their good will... The shield frequencies for our attackers..
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
::Mumbles to self:: These guys are good. ::Freezes in primordial fear at the Captain's shout:: CO: Err - ah ... sorry, sir. ::Begins to return to orbit::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::sends all information available to the CTO's console::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
XO/CO: May I? Or do you want me to open a channel to let them know this new...data?
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 :: practically snatches the PADD :: XO: Shield frequencies eh? How convenient - destroy it :: hands back the PADD ::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTIION: Again following the Elara with their weapons, the alien ships proceed with the task of slowly draining the Elara's shields
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CO: Sir..?
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
::Holds onto console as the ship rocks a bit more, wonders why the shields aren't efficiently deflecting these blasts::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
_XO: this is exactly the same situation we faced during their test, destroy the PADD
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Makes his way through all the corridors and finds his way to sickbay, surprisingly faster as he did before. He walks in front of the doors, that slide open so he can step inside.::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Nods:: CO: Now, sir..?
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Well sir can we at least return fire? Sooner or later they will breach the shield
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 OPS: Bid farewell to Dratsabasti for me, I’m tired of there manipulation
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::after some time of engineering work, he enters the bridge:: Out loud: Having some heavy turbulence are we?
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::gets out of the TL onto the bridge, her hand still supporting her to keep her upright along the side::
Dratsabasti says:
@::moves to t large display in another room and wonders why the Elara is allowing the raiders to drain their shields::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
_CTO: Negative - divert all power to shields
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Aye Sir. ::sends message to Dratsabasti:: CO: Message sent.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::nods in acknowledgement::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The standoff situation remains. From Alibali not even a message. It seems they do not want to have anything to do with what happens in the stars. On the other hand the outcasts only want the Elara away and are willing to spend a long time to accomplish it
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 FCO: NOW you may break orbit - set course for the nebula, were going home
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Inside sickbay he begins to look around, trying to find the TO or MO.::
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
CO: Aye, sir! ::Breaks orbit, initiates evasive manoeuvre Alpha Bravo ... curves the Nebula Class star ship around two of the vessels and uses the third to block their path while it attempts to manoeuvre after them. Moves at full impulse away from the planet::
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::hearing the CO's tone she glances to the FCO briefly before finding herself a seat and guessing it will get clearer soon::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 XO: Yes now commander
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::frowns at CO's order to divert all power to the shields:: Self: Why would he do that, shields are at 99.3%?
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::Glances up in surprise as he hears the sickbay doors, he curses rather loudly as he lets go of the device and gets up. Dusting his scrubs off, he turns around and walks towards the main room in sickbay:: CSO: How can I help you? And make it brief, people to see. Injuries to.. ::Coughs:: Heal. Yeah.
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Nods:: CO: Very well... ::Throws the padd on the floor and un-holsters his phaser, taking aim and firing at the padd::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The Elara returns to the Secret Rose Nebula and its massive ionic streams. Flying is not easy there. But the good news is, every direction means out
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::He walks over to the only occupied biobed and recognises the TO. He doesn't seem to look at his best. He turns to face the MO and whispers.:: MO: I have some information for you on the TO's situation. This Dratsa... Dratab... Drat guy down there told me how we can heal him.
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
::Manoeuvres around ion bursts, surges and charges. Eyes whatever data comes in from the data streams for gravimetric jetties and the like::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::communications console starts beeping:: CO: Sir, incoming message from Alibali!
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 OPS: Put it through
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Aye Sir, channel opened.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The inertial dampeners cannot hold every movement the nebula imposes so glasses fall and people are rocked from one side to another
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::holds on to the OPS console::
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::Growls in anger:: CSO: What makes you think I need help healing him? ::Turns around, he faces the TO again:: I'll have you know that I'm perfectly suited to cure people. ::Raises an eyebrow in worry:: Why? Did you hear anything? Did they start rumours about me again? Ah? Did they! ::Tell me!
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Is knocked from his feet and falls to the ground.:: MO: Wow!, What was that?
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: One single message is heard before the nebula breaks contact: "We still think you are worthy. We have our own internal issues to solve. But return someday and you will be properly received"
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::holds the arms of the chair to stabilise herself::
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::Falls on top of the CSO, he screams in anger. He will not work like this anymore:: CSO: Make it stop already! I can barely work when you people keep interrupting me in MY sickbay. ::he punches on the CSO chest:: Make. It. Stop.
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 Self: Yes maybe when you are worthy 
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::gets a hold of the engineering controls trying to keep the shields stabilised::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::reroutes power and tries to get the inertial dampeners to function well::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 CTO: Status of our pursuing vessels?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Holds his chest as he feels a streak of pain shoot through it and quickly holds out his arms and legs to intercept the MO's next thrust and rolls him over onto the floor.:: MO: Get a grip on yourself please. There will be enough wounded later and we should not be two of them.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Far, far behind us..
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Holsters the phaser as the padd is destroyed and looks around for a moment::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
MO: If you are so capable, why is the TO still unconscious?
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: As the Elara exits the Nebula, shields only at 50% and engines about to fail. But they are safe in open space. Or are they?
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::rocks a little on the biobed without waking up::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::watches the red alert messages:: CO: Shields down to 50%, engines are at 3%.
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 FCO: All stop
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::open his mouth to say something, he quickly closes it back and remains silent. After a minute he motion the CSO to come closer and he whispers something to the CSO ears only:: CSO: I blame an higher force, but you didn't hear that from me. ::Pulls away from the CSO, he pulls himself back up:: Now, you said something about a cure?
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
::Grumbles that the engines failed, and brings the Elara to a stopped position::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 CEO: get to work on restoring the systems
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: We've cleared the nebula. Going to yellow alert.
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: Yes sir, working on it right now. ::works on the console::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
CTO: keep an eye out for any trouble
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::Turns around as he hears the TO moving, he swats the TO leg in annoyance:: TO: Quiet, I'm trying to have a conversation here.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::console starts beeping again:: CO: Sir, the Romulan Warbird we've noticed before we entered the nebula is within sensor range.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: As always...
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 OPS: what’s their status?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Gets up on his feet, looking rather curious at the MO, while trying to straighten his uniform again.:: MO: Yes, he mentioned something that might help. Simply poor water on the face and it should heal by itself. Personally I see no harm in trying.
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::Nods:: CSO: Water. Of course, everyone know water can heal.. ::Pauses for the dramatic effect, he yells the last part:: Absolutely nothing!
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: They are just there, doing nothing, Sir.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::communications console beeps again:: CO: And they are hailing us now.
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 OPS: Hail Th...On screen
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Channel opened. ::looks at view screen.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Nods but stays alert and at a small distance from the MO.:: MO: Sure, give it a try. If you don't I will... Tell me, what do you want to do?
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::Grumbles, he motions for the CSO not to move as he goes to the other room to get a cup of.. Water::
Host SM_Lilia says:
<Romulan Commander>::stands in the most noble of postures:: COM: USS Elara: Federation vessel. We have suffered an accident. I ask you to inform our government of our whereabouts so they can send aid. In the name of peace and good faith between our peoples
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::frowns::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Decides not to try the MO's patience and stays exactly where he is, just looking over to the TO as he lies there on the biobed.:: TO: Don't worry, you'll be fine soon.
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Looks at the Romulan on the screen::
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::He return from the other room with the cup of water, to good measure he replicated very, very cold water. Smiling, he turns to face the CSO as he tosses the cup contents on the TO's face. He smiles sweetly in the CSO's direction::
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
::Wonders what exactly happened to the Romulan Starship::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 COM: Romulan: Greetings, I will be happy to help in any way i can, were having one or two problems ourselves, you didn’t happen to go into the Nebula did you?
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::leans forward in the chair with interest, quietly states:: CO: Sir, I do believe this man has reached his final option with these words...
Dratsabasti says:
ACTION: As the water makes contact with Sollo's face he slowly moves his head to one side and opens his eyes.
Host SM_Lilia says:
<Romulan Commander>COM: USS Elara: No ...we were just exploring space looking.... I mean, I think this nebula has time warping abilities. We lost a few hours
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Just stands there, watching the TO, regaining consciousness and whispers loud enough for him to hear.:: TO: Sollo, can you hear us?
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::squints as his vision is blurred as if he had been out with his brother drinking all night::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 CIV: I agree its not everyday you get a Romulan asking for help
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::his voice croaky:: CSO: Nathaniel?
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::Open his mouth in shock as he watches the TO slowly coming about:: All: But.. But.. ::Screams the rest of the part:: seven years in medical school and a.. cup of water healed him! I hate this ship! ::Runs away from the room to the storage room::
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::turns with a smile to Timrok, then returns her gaze to the screen::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Watches the MO leave, then approaches the biobed.:: TO: Yes Iain. How do you feel?
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 COM: Romulan: Yes we lost a few probes, do let us know if you see them, we will relay your situation to you government, in the mean time if we can lend any assistance then just say the word :: smiles ::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::slowly starts to sit up:: CSO: Like I've been hit by the butt of a phaser rifle. ::his vision clearing slowly he spots the unfamiliar MO running out the door::
Host SM_Lilia says:
<Romulan Commander>COM: USS Elara: Thank you Captain. A message to our leader will suffice. We will give you information on your probes should we come across any. Safe journey
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Channel is cut
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Sir, channel closed.
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 OPS: would you do the honours and relay the Romulans message, and update Starfleet on our status
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
CSO: Who was that?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Tries to smile:: TO: Well, that is kind of what happened, only from the other end and rather what comes out of there. But... ::Points to the cup on the floor:: simple water cured you.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Aye Sir.
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
::Grumbles, he comes back to the room:: TO: Right, how do you feel? ::Quickly runs a Tricorder over him, a little too close::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::sends message to the Romulan government on the situation and position of their vessel::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
MO: Hung over... I don't believe we've met... ::grimaces as he sits more upright::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 CEO: How long until we can go home?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::sends a message to Starfleet Command with all available data on the mission::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Looks around the bridge to see how the crew is taking these last developments::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 XO: for goodness sake clean up your mess, points to the PADD debris on the carpet, you better not have put a hole in the carpet, you know something a little less dramatic would have done
MO_Ens_Sodoku says:
TO: The pleasure is all yours, I'm sure. ::Grumbles:: Unfit for duty for at least 24 hours, unless anything changes you must remain on sickbay until I say otherwise. Understood? Good. ::Turns his attention towards something else::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: The Romulan government and Starfleet Command have received the messages.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::recoils as a thought occurs to him:: CSO: Lieutenant Pazoski... Is she.....?
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: Captain, the warp engines are online and working, we are ready to engage.
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::gives Timrok one of those looks as if assessing his stress level then chooses to remain silent in her seat::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 OPS: thank you
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::nods to the CO::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 FCO: You heard the man, lets get out of here
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Smiles and places his hand on the TO's shoulder.:: TO: She is doing fine. Not to worry. She is on the bridge now.
FCO_Ens_Chamberlain says:
CO: ETA to Starbase 123 is one day at cruise speed, sir. ::Engages warp::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
:: turns to the CIV and shrugs ::  CIV: What?
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::relaxes and smiles a little:: CSO: That's good to hear.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::tries to concentrate but his head is hurting too much::
CIV_Lt_Pazoski says:
::gives him a slight smile:: CO: It's good to be leaving this nebula, and the problems it presented.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: OPS sees a red light in the internal sensors
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Leans over to the TO and whispers:: TO: But I would rather worry about this MO. Get back on you feet soon and have a go at the holodeck. I think you could use a little more practice with 20th century warfare. I am happy to assist there. ::Pats the TO's shoulder and turns to leave.::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Sir, one of the lab specimens appears to be escaped. It's in my quarters. ::frowns and sighs::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
CSO: I'll have to take you up on that. ::rubs his head::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Permission to get over::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
TO: You do that. Get some rest. ::Leaves::
Dratsabasti says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= End Mission =/\= =/\= =/\=
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